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About This Game

Colonial Conquest is a conquest simulation set in the Victorian age of warfare and expansion of the late 1800's and early 1900's.
The object of the game is to become the dominant major power throughout the world. Players can be one among six of the great

powers of the time: Great Britain, Germany, France, USA, Japan or Russia.

Features

Return to the era of Golden Warfare and rule one of handful of powers which had been shaping the face of our present
world.

Sail, ride and march across the globe as your nation flexes its military and economic muscles.

Supplement brawn with subterfuge and use cloak and dagger tactics such as subversion and espionage.

Compete with the European hegemons in their final golden days before they engulfed the world in the flames of the first
global war.

Play as one of the then two raising behemoths: the United States of America or Imperial Japan; or as one of the main
European power to roll them back within their boundaries.

Play against the AI or other human claimants to the mastery of our planet.
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More about the game

You win by either scoring the most Victory Points (VPs) or being the first to reach a certain preset VP threshold, depending on
scenario and custom choices in the main menu. To do so, you must capture regions over the world, and defeat your enemies in

battle.

The world has about 130 regions open to conquest. The regions have variable income and VP values (set randomly in the
Standard scenario) and unknown until conquered or spied upon. Each region not owned by a Major Power usually has an

independent Minor country owning and defending it.

Each Major country is controlled by a human player or the computer, or is designated neutral and then acts as a Minor country.
Hotseat play is possible, with an option to limit to 4.00 minutes the playing time per player.

Each game turn represents roughly one season.
Game lasts till victory conditions are achieved.

Scenarios: game offers 3 scenarios: one starting in the year 1880 with an historical setting, one in 1914 with historical positions,
and an open ca-1870 standard where nation only own their starting home territories (free-for-all non-historical)

The game has 3 main phases, each player entering them in sequence, i.e. Build Phase (Spring only, with: Army & Navy
Construction, Fortification, Economic Aid, Espionage, Subversion), Movement Phase (Army & Navy), and Combat Phase.

Gameplay of each phase is rather simple and straightforward, as follows:

Army and Navy Build Phase (Spring): Create new armies and fleets in your Supply Centers

Fortification Phase (Spring): Fortify army units (except in Supply Centers which are already fortified).

Economic Aid Phase (Spring): Lend money to other Major countries; which is added to their Treasury. Or Lend money
to neutral Minor countries; which they use immediately to build armies.

Espionage Phase (Spring): Learn the approximate (not always accurate) army strength and the income of a Minor
country or of an region controlled by a Major country. And the region’s VP value

Subversion Phase (Spring): Spend money to bribe a Minor country's army, weakening the country's defense or causing a
coup (giving you control of the said country in return).

Movement Phase (All turns): Move armies to adjacent regions only. Move navies alone or with armies from one port to
another (or carry regiments to amphibious landings on enemy holdings).

Combat Phase (All turns): up to twenty rounds of battle; each consists of naval (if ships are present) then land battles
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Argonauts Interactive, Collectif Nemoïd
Publisher:
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also fun, but 1 was better. After reading the other reviews I was a little skepticle about buying this game . But it was on sale so I
thought what the hell . I didn't expect much , but I enjoyed the game overall . The art was nice and the soundtrack was fitting ,
and the story was intriguing enough that I finished one play through in one sitting .

I liked the main protaganist , even though she was inept at some things ( like most humans ) and she actually seemed to grow as
a person through the game . The other major characters were also likeable ( besides the guy who saves you because he was
annoying AF and I don't even care what his name is )
There were a few plot holes , but they didn't really seem to bother me during game play .

If you like fantasy , you may want to check this game out .
. Phone app or flash game material.. Not *bad* for what it purports to be, but the pacing seems a bit off - lots and lots of
grinding is necessary.. GREAT! BUT.......
Too much frequent updates that just fix 1 glitch. make real updates like more maps.. the game is good and I've 100% this game
and I refuse to ever play it again.. Cheeky♥♥♥♥♥♥gave me lip so I kept trying to play so it could stop bullying me. I
continued and continued and continued, but my efforts were futile because this game is hard... I'm going to go commit sepukku
now...
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Honestly. I bought the game becuase it was 19c and the cards for profit but this game is rather fun. Between the early final
fantasy style gameplay and the tounge in cheek explanations for bugs using the glitch fairy has made for a very nice game.. It's a
good game. Think Mega Man X series game play. Controls are a little different and take some getting used to. I used a controler
and didn't think it was that bad. I enjoyed the story and the music too. It's a short game but there is some replay value if you
liked it enough to go back and find all the secrets. As for all my reviews, buy it on sale. haha

7.5\/10. This is a beautiful game with an interesting and vast world. The progression of the musical elements as you go through
the level and colorize the world is absolutely breathtaking. The colors are vivid and the and all of the game elements are SO
DARN CUTE! This is truly a masterpiece with both sound and substance.. game doesnt even download.. The puzzles seem
similar to older games like crazy machines. You put missing parts in machines and fix them. The game always gives you clear
instructions what the machine should do, there is never any confusion about the goal. Most of the problems are timing related,
which can be solved by trial and error, but also with a little bit of thinking ahead. For someone who loves games like spacechem
and infinifactory, the puzzles are pretty easy to solve, but still fun.

There is not much of a story so far, but this is only episode 1.

The artwork looks pretty good, and suits the game perfectly. The same can be said about the music and sounds. It just has this
nice atmosphere, that fits perfectly with the game.

But, without rushing, reading every dialog, and playing around with the machines after i build them, it still only took me about
one hour to finish the game. Mostly because of the easy puzzles, I never had to think to hard or was stuck for longer then 30
seconds. The whole game just feels like the tutorial for me. But a good one.

Is it worth it?
For the current price and considering the time to complete the game, i would compare it to going to a movie. About the same
price per hour. (At least where i'm living).

If you are looking for a relaxing puzzle-game, with no time pressure, no frustration and no danger of overheating you brain, this
game is for you.

If you are looking for a something spacechem \/ infinifactory difficult, or just want a lot of playtime for you money, this is not
it.

Would I recommend it: YES, if you like mechanical puzzles and don't mind spending the same amount of money as you would
spend on a movie.

Am i going to buy episode 2: Already done.

Edit: After playing episode 2:

The puzzles get more complex and difficult to solve. The gameplay lasts a bit longer. The puzzles are still very good, based
around a different theme this time. After playing the second episode, it seems that the first one was indeed just the tutorial in
how to play the game. The second episode has all the good parts from the first, and improved the one complaint i had. So, even
better than the first part.. You can tell by the flamethrower enemies that Bennett Foddy was definitely involved.. Square
hitboxes on round/triangular objects which lead to death when you clearly weren't hit make this a thumbs down review to me.
You can't do that in a precision platform and there are far too many instances where you know you didn't collide with an object
but you do.. Ugh this game...I guess I'll start with the positive aspects.
The art is beautiful. It's realistic and the "monsters" and characters all look really cool. The concept is also interesting, basically
a more or less pokemon match 3 game.
But that's it. The character have an odd, old-fashioned style of speaking, the story is messed up and the gameplay...well I liked
the first chapter. But now I see that there is some stupid idle penalty when you dont match 3 tiles in one go. Without the ability
to mix up the board IF THERE ARE SIMPLY NO MATCHES LEFT.
Also the in-game map. Ugh...you have no way of seeing the whole map, battles take way too long and you encounter the same
monsters every 3 steps.
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Just don't try it unless you want to be super annoyed and disappointed that they completely failed such a nice looking game..
This game is about people who are dealing with recent loss of a person. One becomes depressed, another have guilty pleasure,
and so on. While the premise is unique and refreshing, unfortunately, I can't say the game successfully delivered its message.

First, lots of character behavior seems either weird or poorly explained. For example, a male friend of male protagonist doesn't
seem to care about the suffering of the protagonist. I guess the reasoning behind is that he is too obsessed with sports to notice
it. However, if that's the case, he shouldn't be given the friend role anyway, Another example is the transfer student. She had
abruptly rushed her romantic feeling toward the male protagonist, but the female protagonist doesn't seem to care much about
her even when she is also hiding romantic interest for male protagonist. There should be more interaction between those two.

Second, the time interval between scenes were too long. Whenever scene changes, at least one month passes. I understand that
writer wanted to deliver only impactful moments to players, but it made characters very distant that I felt like reading
newspaper, not novel. In other words, characters seemed to serve as mere components of story, nothing more.

Third, too many characters have been mentioned before they actually appear in story. For example, the lost person of story is
Charlotte. Her name appears early on whenever character talk about their inner feeling,but the actual information of her is
revealed a way later. It was very hard for me to sympathize with protagonists since I had no idea about the lost person until the
end. Several other character name also come to dialogue a bit early without any formation, making me confused as well.

In conclusion, I don't think the story has delivered its message effectively. I think it would be better if the story focus on a few
character instead - twelve seem to be an excess. However, at least the art itself was nice and the idea was unique, so I think the
team has potential. I hope their next story would have improved quality.
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